
Part 2. Summarized Findings 
 

Tested assumptions & reactions 

1. Screens are very direct and easy to use. (+2) 
2. The four required fields to start with make sense to a decision maker, and the ability to 

adjust decision factors once seeing a list of initial results helps build the credibility of 
results. (+1) 

3. Willing to spend more time on Screen 1 where they can have the flexibility to modify/add 
criteria, and examine each criterion's influence as quick as possible (+2) 

4. Risk-taking entrepreneurs may hope to see just the facts without holding their hands too 
tight on the pre-defined criteria & decision making processes 

5. Trust on the mechanism used and not necessarily want to dive into how the sorting 
mechanism works; but would want to have the flexibility to switch among different sorting 
mechanisms to see the influences on the results (changes of sorting). 

6. Neat data visualizations helped navigating different kinds of facts of the neighborhood 
and helped the decision making process 

 

Improvements for user experience 

Can be applied immediately: 
1. Screen 0: Show 8 neighborhoods in the ranking popovers, as more would generate 

distractions and won’t add value to zoom into best possible results. 
2. Screen 1: Reflect newly added criteria onto the results list when they are pulled up by 

the user (show charts/stats of that criteria immediately, so that it’s easy to see what 
influences the newly added criteria can have). 

3. Screen 1: Each case will rely on criteria that other cases won’t even value, so it’s good 
to have the ability to plug in more criteria that’s not there on the default interface (a 
“more criteria” button). 

4. Screen 1: Instead of being emphasized, values from sorting mechanisms like the PMS 
should not take users main attention on the results list, but rather to highlight basic info 
(growth, saturation, & competition) or the user-identified criteria (put other information 
aside, like on the map popover; keep the main metadata area clean with only prioritized 
information).  

5. Screen 1: Even though sorting mechanisms or criteria are switched to other 
sorting/criteria that the user want to see more immediately, users should still have a way 
to toggle default information back to attention on the user interface if they want (toggles, 
sequential changes to the results chunks and able to get back to where they were) 

 
Future development of improvements: 

1. Screen 0: Default the landing view as showing the traffic information of a neighborhood 
2. Show default landing with respect to the user’s business profile 



3. Screen 1: Allow users to assign weight to each criteria; even allow them to assign weight 
to a known neighborhood if the user feels certain criteria may work differently for that 
neighborhood 

4. Provide all data sources and have the ability to compare different data sources, in order 
to build trust and get potentially greater interest from the user 


